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Dielectron production in proton-proton and proton-lead collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV
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The first measurements of dielectron production at midrapidity ($|\eta| < 0.8$) in proton–proton and proton–lead collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV at the LHC are presented. The dielectron cross section is measured with the ALICE detector as a function of the invariant mass $m_{ee}$ and the pair transverse momentum $p_{T,ee}$ in the ranges $m_{ee} < 3.5$ GeV/$c^2$ and $p_{T,ee} < 8$ GeV/$c$, in both collision systems. In proton–proton collisions, the charm and beauty cross sections are determined at midrapidity from a fit to the data with two different event generators. This complements the existing dielectron measurements performed at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 13 TeV. The slope of the $\sqrt{s}$ dependence of the three measurements is described by FONLL calculations. The dielectron cross section measured in proton–lead collisions is in agreement, within the current precision, with the expected dielectron production without any nuclear matter effects for $e^+e^-$ pairs from open heavy-flavor hadron decays. For the first time at LHC energies, the dielectron production in proton–lead and proton–proton collisions are directly compared at the same $\sqrt{s_{NN}}$ via the dielectron nuclear modification factor $R_{pPb}$. The measurements are compared to model calculations including cold nuclear matter effects, or additional sources of dielectrons from thermal radiation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ALICE [1], located at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, was designed to study the quark–gluon plasma (QGP), a state of matter which consists of deconfined quarks and gluons. The QGP is created at the high-energy densities and temperatures reached in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Under these conditions, the chiral symmetry is expected to be restored in the QGP phase [2,3]. Dileptons (l$^+$$l^-$, i.e., $e^+e^-$ or $\mu^+\mu^-$) are emitted during all stages of the heavy-ion collision and carry information about the medium properties at the time of their emission, as they do not interact strongly. This makes them a very promising tool to understand the chiral symmetry restoration and the thermodynamical properties of the QGP. In particular, the measurement of the dilepton invariant mass ($m_{ll}$) allows for the separation of the different stages of the medium evolution. For $m_{ee} < 1.1$ GeV/$c^2$, the main dilepton sources are Dalitz decays of pseudoscalar mesons ($\pi^0, \eta, \eta'$) as well as Dalitz and two-body decays of vector mesons ($\rho, \omega, \phi$). In this mass range, the dilepton spectrum is sensitive to the in-medium modification of the $\rho$ meson spectral function, which is connected to the partial restoration of chiral symmetry in the hot hadronic phase [3,4]. At the same time, thermal radiation from the medium, contributing over a broad mass range, provides insight into the temperature of the medium and its space–time evolution.
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is weakened because of their large masses. In pp collisions, where no thermal dilepton sources are expected, the $1^{+}\overline{1}^{-}$ pairs arising from heavy-flavor hadron decays are the main contribution to the dilepton yield in the IMR. Hence, dileptons can be used to study the heavy-quark production mechanisms. Together with the measurements of single heavy-flavor hadrons and their decay products, accurate results on dilepton production can provide constraints on the Monte Carlo (MC) event generators aiming to describe heavy-flavor production. In studies with dielectrons by PHENIX in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV [12,13], and more recently by ALICE in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 13 TeV [14,15] the charm and beauty cross sections at midrapidity and in the full phase space were extracted by means of the analysis of the dielectron invariant mass ($m_{ee}$) and pair transverse momentum ($p_{T,ee}$) spectra. The measured cross sections at the LHC and RHIC were found to be consistent with fixed order plus next-to-leading logarithms (FONLL) calculations [16].

The production of dileptons in heavy-ion collisions can be modified with respect to pp collisions not only by the presence of hot nuclear matter but also by the presence of cold nuclear matter (CNM). The CNM effects include the modification of the quark and gluon content in the initial state, that is described by means of parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the incoming nucleons in the collinear factorization framework. In nucleons that are bound in the nucleus, the PDFs are altered by the presence of additional nuclear matter with respect to free nucleons. This modification depends on the parton momentum fraction $x$, the atomic mass number of the nucleus $A$, and the momentum transfer $Q^2$ in the hard scattering process. Nuclear PDFs are obtained from a global fit to data from different experiments [17–19]. When the phase space density of gluons within the hadron is high due to gluon self-interactions, reaching a saturation regime, an appropriate theoretical description is the color glass condensate (CGC) theory [20–23]. At LHC energies at midrapidity, where small values of $x$ are probed by the charm and beauty production ($x \lesssim 10^{-3}$), the most relevant effect on the PDFs is shadowing [24]. The modification of the initial state in hadronic collisions can significantly reduce the heavy-flavor production cross sections at low transverse momentum ($p_T$). In addition, multiple scattering of partons in the nucleus, before and/or after the hard scattering, can change the kinematic distribution of the produced hadrons and affect their azimuthal correlation, such that the $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ distributions from correlated heavy-flavor hadron decays could be modified [25,26].

Initially, hot matter effects were not expected in proton–nucleus (pA) collisions, so they were used as a baseline for measurements in heavy-ion collisions to study possible CNM effects. At LHC energies in minimum bias (MB) p–Pb collisions at midrapidity, the measured $p_T$ differential production cross sections of single open-charm hadrons [27,28] and their decay electrons [29,30], as well as results on azimuthal correlations of D mesons and charged particles [31], are compatible over the whole $p_T$ range probed with the results in pp collisions scaled with the atomic mass number $A$ of the Pb nucleus. Moreover, the yields of $J/\psi$ from B hadron decays as well as prompt $J/\psi$ are found to be suppressed at low $p_T$ at midrapidity in MB p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [32], but the measurements of B hadron production cross sections at high $p_T$ show no significant modification of the spectra compared to perturbative QCD calculations of pp collisions scaled with $A$. All of these results indicate that possible CNM effects are small compared to the current uncertainties of the measurements for open heavy-flavor production at midrapidity at the LHC. However, at forward and backward rapidities, the measured $p_T$ differential cross sections of D [33] and B mesons [34], and of muons originating from heavy-flavor hadron decays [35] in minimum bias p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV demonstrate the presence of CNM effects and support shadowing as possible explanation. The forward and backward results set constraints on models that also aim at reproducing the midrapidity measurements. Accurate measurements in pA collisions provide important inputs for the parametrizations of the nuclear PDFs, which are currently suffering from large uncertainties [18,19].

However, final-state effects may also play an important role in pA collisions. In particular, in those with large multiplicities of produced particles, as suggested by results from azimuthal anisotropy measurements through two-particle [36–42] and multi-particle correlations [43,44], modifications of the $p_T$ distributions of identified hadrons with respect to the charged-particle multiplicity in the event [45,46], multiplicity dependence of strangeness production [47], and $\psi(2S)$ production [48–50]. Should such observations be linked to the creation of a small volume of hot medium in high-multiplicity pA collisions, the corresponding thermal radiation could lead to an enhanced dilepton production [51–53]. At RHIC energies, results on dilepton production at midrapidity in minimum bias d–Au collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV [12,13] show no evidence of neither an additional source of lepton pairs, nor of nuclear modification of the charm and beauty production. At the LHC, where the density of final-state particles is larger, dilepton measurements in p–Pb collisions can give more insight into the possible formation of a hot medium in small systems and CNM effects.

In this article, the first measurements of $e^+e^-$ production in pp and p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV at the LHC are presented. The results are obtained with the ALICE detector. The data are compared, in terms of the $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ distributions, to the sum of the expected sources of $e^+e^-$ pairs from known hadron decays, the so-called hadronic cocktail. The spectra are shown after the application of fiducial requirements on single electrons ($|\eta| < 0.8$ and $0.2 < p_{T,e} < 10$ GeV/c) without an extrapolation to the full phase space. In addition, for the first time at LHC energies, a direct comparison between the dielectron cross section obtained in pp and p–Pb collisions is possible since both data sets were recorded at the same $\sqrt{s_{NN}}$. In particular, the analysis of the pp data resolves the model dependence on the expected $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ distributions of correlated $e^+e^-$ pairs from open heavy-flavor hadron decays in pp collisions, used as reference for the p–Pb study. This allows for the research of possible modifications to the dielectron production in p–Pb collisions due to CNM or additional final-state effects.

The article is organized as follows. The experimental setup and the used data samples are described in Sec. II.
The analysis steps, including track selection criteria, electron identification, signal extraction and efficiency corrections, are described in Sec. III, together with the corresponding systematic uncertainties. The method to calculate the expected dielectron cross section from known hadron decays is explained in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the results are presented, covering the charm and beauty cross section extracted in pp collisions, comparisons of the dielectron production in pp and p–Pb collisions to the expectations from known hadron decays, and the resulting dielectron nuclear modification factors.

II. THE ALICE DETECTOR AND DATA SAMPLES

The ALICE detector and its performance are described in Refs. [1,54]. Electrons are measured in the ALICE central barrel covering the midrapidity range $|\eta| < 0.9$. (Note that the term “electron” is used for both electrons and positrons throughout this paper.) The relevant subsystems used in the dielectron analysis are the inner tracking system (ITS) [55], the time projection chamber (TPC) [56], and the time-of-flight (TOF) [57] detector.

The innermost detector of the ALICE apparatus, closest to the nominal interaction point, is the ITS. It consists of six silicon tracking layers based on three different technologies. The two inner layers are silicon pixel detectors (SPD), the two middle layers are silicon drift detectors, and the two outer layers are silicon strip detectors. About half of the pp and p–Pb data samples were recorded without the silicon drift detector information to reach maximal data acquisition rates. For this reason, even when available, the information from this detector is not used to have uniform detector conditions over the entire data sets. The main detector for particle identification (PID) and tracking is the TPC. This 500 cm long cylindrical detector, with an outer radius of 247 cm, is located around the ITS. The TPC readout is based on multi-wire proportional chambers and provides up to 159 three-dimensional space points as well as the specific energy loss of the particle. The outermost detector used in this analysis is the TOF. It provides a time-of-flight measurement for particles from the interaction point to its active volume, at a radius of 370 cm. The combined information from the ITS, TPC, and TOF is used to reconstruct the track of a charged particle using a Kalman-filter based algorithm [54].

The data used in this paper were recorded in collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV, with the p–Pb data taken in 2016, and the pp data taken in 2017. Due to the asymmetric beam energies in the p–Pb configuration, 4 TeV for the proton beam and 1.59 TeV per nucleon for the Pb beam, the rapidity ($y$) of the center-of-mass system is shifted by $\Delta y = 0.465$ in the laboratory frame in the direction of the proton beam. For both collision systems, events were recorded when a coincident signal in the V0 detector system [58] was registered. The V0 detector consists of two segmented scintillators located at $+340$ cm and $-70$ cm along the beam axis from the nominal interaction point. Additional selections are applied to the recorded events. The background from beam–gas interactions and pileup events are rejected by using the correlations between the V0 detector and ITS signals. Only events with at least one track segment reconstructed in the ITS contributing to the vertex reconstruction with the SPD are used. To assure a uniform detector coverage at midrapidity, the vertex position along the beam direction is restricted to $\pm 10$ cm with respect to the nominal interaction point. A summary of the number of events $N_{ev}$ passing the event selection criteria and the corresponding integrated luminosity $L_{int}$ is given in Table I. These requirements are fulfilled by 77% (75%) of the recorded events for the pp (p–Pb) data samples. The $L_{int}$ is calculated as $L_{int} = N_{MB}/\sigma_{MB}$, with the number of analyzed events after the vertex reconstruction efficiency correction $N_{MB}$, and the minimum bias trigger cross section $\sigma_{MB}$ measured via a van der Meer scan in the corresponding collision system [59,60].

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Track selection

The same track selection criteria are applied in the analysis of the pp and p–Pb data samples. Electron candidates are selected from charged tracks reconstructed in the ITS and TPC in the transverse-momentum range $0.2 < p_T < 10$ GeV/c and pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 0.8$. The tracks are required to have at least 80 space points reconstructed in the TPC and at least three hits in the ITS assigned to them. The maximum $\chi^2$ per space point measured in the TPC (ITS) is required to be smaller than 4 (4.5). To reduce the contribution from secondary tracks, the distance-of-closest approach of the track to the reconstructed primary vertex is required to be smaller than 1 cm in the transverse plane to the colliding beams and smaller than 3 cm in the longitudinal direction. To further suppress the contribution of electrons from photon conversions in the detector material, only tracks with a hit in the first layer of the SPD and no ITS cluster shared with any other reconstructed track are used in the analysis.

B. Electron identification

Electrons are identified by measuring their specific energy loss $dE/dx$ in the TPC and their velocity with the TOF as a function of their momentum. The momentum is estimated from the curvature of the track measured in the ITS and TPC. The PID is based on the detector PID response $n(\sigma^\text{PID}_i)$. This is expressed as the deviation between the measured PID signal of the track in the detector (Det) and its expected most probable value for a given particle hypothesis $i$ at the measured track momentum. This deviation is normalized to the detector resolution $\sigma$. Electrons are selected over the whole investigated momentum range in the interval $|n(\sigma^\text{TPC}_i)| < 3$, while the charged pion ($\pi^\pm$) contribution is suppressed by requiring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>$L_{int}$</th>
<th>$N_{ev}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pp</td>
<td>19.93 ± 0.4 nb$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$888 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p–Pb</td>
<td>299 ± 11 µb$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$535 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALICE
\[ \sqrt{s_{_{NN}}} = 5.02 \text{ TeV} \]
\[ 0.2 < p_{_{T,e}} < 10 \text{ GeV/c}, |\eta_{e}| < 0.8 \]
\[ p_{_{T,ee}} < 8 \text{ GeV/c} \]

\[ n(\sigma_{_{TPC}}^{\pi}) > 3.5. \] Furthermore, the track must also fulfill at least one of the two following conditions:

1. The track is outside the hadron bands in the TPC, defined by \( |n(\sigma_{_{TPC}}^{K})| < 3 \) and \( |n(\sigma_{_{TPC}}^{p})| < 3. \)
2. The track has a valid hit in the TOF detector and falls within the range \( |n(\sigma_{_{TOF}}^{e})| < 3.\)

With this approach, the hadron contamination in the single-electron candidate sample is less than 4% averaged over \( p_{_{T,e}}. \) The largest hadron contamination, up to 9%, is observed where kaons \( (p_{T} \approx 0.5 \text{ GeV/c}), \) protons \( (p_{T} \approx 1 \text{ GeV/c}), \) or charged pions \( (p_{T} > 7 \text{ GeV/c}) \) have a similar \( dE/dx \) as electrons in the TPC. The final hadron contamination in the dielectron signal is negligible, as pairs containing a misidentified hadron are further removed during the signal extraction.

### C. Signal extraction

A statistical approach is used to extract the true signal pairs \( (S) \) as a function of \( m_{_{ee}} \) and \( p_{_{T,ee}}, \) in which all electrons and positrons in an event are combined to create an opposite-sign spectrum \( (OS). \) The \( OS \) contains not only signal, but also background \( (B) \) from combinatorial pairs, as well as residual correlations from jets and conversions of correlated decay photons originating from the same particle. The background is estimated from the distribution of same-sign pairs \( (SS) \) from the same event, as explained in Ref. [14]. The advantages of the same-sign technique, with respect to an event-mixing approach, are the intrinsic correct normalization of the \( SS \) spectrum, and the inclusion of charge-symmetric background sources, e.g., electrons from fragmentation in jets. The signal is then extracted as \( S = OS - R_{_{acc}} \times SS, \) where \( R_{_{acc}} \) is a correction factor needed to account for the different acceptance of opposite-sign and same-sign pairs. It is estimated using an event-mixing technique detailed in Ref. [14].

For pairs with \( m_{_{ee}} < 0.14 \text{ GeV/c}^2, \) the angle \( \varphi_{_{V}}, \) which quantifies the orientation of the opening angle of the pairs relative to the magnetic field [14] and allows for the rejection of \( e^+e^- \) pairs from photon conversions, is required to be smaller than 2 rad. After applying this criterion, the remaining contribution from \( e^+e^- \) pairs from photon conversions in the detector material is less than 1.4%.

The signal-to-background ratio \( (S/B) \) and statistical significance \( (S/\sqrt{S + 2B}) \) are depicted in the left and right panels of Fig. 1, respectively, for the pp and p–Pb samples. Despite a worse \( S/B \) in p–Pb collisions, mostly due to the larger particle multiplicity, the statistical significance of the measurement is similar in both collision systems.

### D. Efficiency correction

The efficiency of the single-electron and pair selection is calculated with dedicated MC simulations. The simulated events are propagated through the ALICE detector using the GEANT 3 [61,62] transport code. The same strategy is used for the pp and p–Pb analyses. Since the full kinematic range cannot be fully populated by pairs originating only from the same-mother particle (SM) or only from open heavy-flavor hadron decays (HF), the final efficiency correction is estimated separately for each source. For SM pairs, pp and p–Pb collisions are generated with the Monash2013 [63] tune of PYTHIA 8.1 [64] (denoted as PYTHIA 8 from now on) and with DPMJET [65], respectively. In the case of HF pairs, MC simulations of open heavy-flavor hadrons using PYTHIA 6 [66] are performed. In the p–Pb case, heavy-flavor events are embedded into realistic p–Pb collisions simulated with EPOS-LHC [67]. The efficiency as a function of \( m_{_{ee}} \) and \( p_{_{T,ee}} \) is calculated as

\[
\epsilon_{_{ee}}(m_{_{ee}}, p_{_{T,ee}}) = w_{_{SM}} \times \epsilon_{_{SM->ee}}(m_{_{ee}}, p_{_{T,ee}}) \\
+ w_{_{HF}} \times \epsilon_{_{HF->ee}}(m_{_{ee}}, p_{_{T,ee}}).
\]

The weights \( w_{_{SM}} \) and \( w_{_{HF}} \) represent the relative cross sections of the SM and HF sources, respectively. They are estimated with the expected dielectron cross section from known hadron decays, explained in Sec. IV. The average reconstruction
Table II. Systematic uncertainties on the requirement of a hit in the first ITS layer, the ITS-TPC matching efficiency (ME), the allowed number of shared clusters in the ITS, the variation of the $\varphi_V$ selection, and the tracking and PID variations in coarse $m_{ee}$ intervals for the p–Pb (pp) analysis. The uncertainties on the vertex reconstruction (2%) and trigger (2%) efficiencies in the pp analysis, as well as the uncertainty of the light- and heavy-flavor efficiency differences (3%) in the p–Pb analysis, are not listed. They are applied over the whole range of the measurement and included in the total uncertainty. The total systematic uncertainty is the quadratic sum of the single contributions assuming they are all uncorrelated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m_{ee}$ (GeV/$c^2$)</th>
<th>1st ITS layer</th>
<th>ITS-TPC ME</th>
<th>Shared ITS cls.</th>
<th>$\varphi_V$</th>
<th>Tracking &amp; PID</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.14</td>
<td>2 (1)%</td>
<td>2 (2)%</td>
<td>2 (1)%</td>
<td>2 (1)%</td>
<td>10 (6)%</td>
<td>11 (7)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.14 – 1.1</td>
<td>2 (1)%</td>
<td>2 (2)%</td>
<td>2 (0)%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2 (2)%</td>
<td>5 (4)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 – 2.7</td>
<td>2 (2)%</td>
<td>2 (3)%</td>
<td>0 (0)%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2 (2)%</td>
<td>5 (5)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7 – 3.5</td>
<td>2 (2)%</td>
<td>2 (4)%</td>
<td>0 (0)%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2 (1)%</td>
<td>5 (5)%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The efficiency of a signal $e^+e^-$ pair is very similar in pp and p–Pb collisions and ranges from 25% to 30%.

The corrected differential dielectron cross section is calculated as

$$d^2\sigma_{ee} = \frac{1}{L_{int}} \frac{1}{\Delta m_{ee}} \frac{1}{\Delta p_{T,ee}} S(m_{ee}, p_{T,ee}),$$

with $\Delta m_{ee}$ and $\Delta p_{T,ee}$ being the width of the $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ intervals, respectively, and $L_{int}$ the integrated luminosity. In pp collisions, the spectra are corrected for the vertex reconstruction efficiency and for the efficiency of the minimum bias trigger to select inelastic events with an $e^+e^-$ pair, which are found to be 96% and 98%, respectively. In p–Pb collisions both efficiencies are unity.

E. Systematic uncertainties

Different sources of systematic uncertainties are taken into account. On the single track level the effects of the required hit in the first ITS layer, the ITS-TPC matching efficiency, and the selection of tracks without shared clusters are studied. These uncertainties are calculated as a function of $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$. Effects from the track and PID selection as well as the requirement on $\varphi_V$ are estimated on the pair level. For these uncertainties negligible $p_{T,ee}$ dependence is found and they are applied only as a function of $m_{ee}$. To suppress statistical fluctuations, that could influence the estimated systematic uncertainties, they are evaluated in both analyses in wide mass intervals. The resulting systematic uncertainties from the different sources are summarized in Table II for the p–Pb and pp analyses.

The systematic uncertainties that arise from the limited knowledge of the matching efficiency of the track segments reconstructed in the ITS and the TPC, and from the requirement of a hit in the innermost ITS layer, are determined with a two-step procedure. First, on the single-track level, the efficiencies of these two track selection criteria are estimated for charged pions in data and in MC as a function of $p_T$. Second, the observed difference is taken as input to a toy MC simulation, which generates particles in the full $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ phase space decaying them into $e^+e^-$ pairs and applying the fiducial selection. The final systematic uncertainty at the pair level is then calculated as the sum of the uncertainties of the decay products, corresponding to the input.

The systematic uncertainty from the requirement of no shared clusters in the ITS is evaluated by varying the maximum number of allowed shared ITS clusters for the selected electron candidates. This provides a test of the understanding of the background since it not only probes different single-electron efficiencies but also different S/B ratios. When no requirement is applied the S/B decreases by a factor two, which is due to the increased contribution of electrons from photon conversions in the detector material in the selected electron sample. The resulting dielectron spectra are compared after the efficiency correction. The maximum deviation of the variations that are considered statistically significant according to the Barlow criterion [68] is used to assign the systematic uncertainty.

Similarly, the uncertainty from the remaining single-electron selection criteria is determined by varying them simultaneously within reasonable values. By changing the selection criteria for the tracks in the ITS and the hadron rejection criteria, the evaluated systematic uncertainties are sensitive to estimations of the background as well as a possible bias due to the hadron contamination in the electron sample. The systematic uncertainty is calculated as the root mean square of the variation of the final data points. Finally, a possible bias due to the efficiency correction of the $\varphi_V$ selection is estimated. For this purpose, the maximum $\varphi_V$ requirement for $e^+e^-$ pairs with $m_{ee} < 0.14$ GeV/$c^2$ is varied around its default value from 1.5 to 2.7 rad.

Two additional sources of uncertainty are taken into account for the pp analysis, namely the correction for the primary vertex reconstruction efficiency and the trigger efficiency. Both are evaluated to be 2% based on MC simulations. A priori, the reconstruction efficiency of an $e^+e^-$ pair at a given $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ should not depend on its source. However, in the p–Pb analysis, a difference in the efficiencies of $e^+e^-$ pairs originating from either light-flavor decays or heavy-flavor decays is observed. Therefore, an additional uncertainty of 3% is assigned to cover a possible bias in the spectra. The total systematic uncertainty is calculated as the quadratic sum of the individual contributions assuming they are all uncorrelated. The total uncertainty varies between 11% and 4%, being equal to 5% in most of the $m_{ee}$ range. The uncertainties are partially correlated between different $m_{ee}$ intervals.
IV. COCKTAIL OF KNOWN HADRON DECAYS

The measured dielectron spectra in pp and p–Pb collisions are compared to a hadronic cocktail, which represents the sum of the expected contributions of dielectrons from known hadron decays, after the fiducial selection criteria on single electrons are employed. A fast MC simulation of the ALICE central barrel is performed, including realistic momentum and angular resolutions as well as Bremsstrahlung effects, which are applied to the decay electrons as a function of $p_{T,e}$, azimuthal angle ($\phi_e$) and $\eta_e$ [69].

The Dalitz and dielectron decays of light neutral mesons are simulated with the phenomenological event generator EXODUS [70], following the approach described in Ref. [14]. The $p_T$ spectra of light neutral mesons measured at midrapidity in pp collisions at different-center-of-mass energies and in p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV are parametrized and taken as input to the calculations. Since the measured $p_T$ distributions of $\pi^+$ mesons extend to lower $p_T$, they are used to determine the $\pi^0$ input parametrizations. The $p_T$ spectra of $\eta^+$ mesons measured by ALICE in pp and p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [71,72] are first parametrized with a modified Hagedorn function [73]. A $p_T$-dependent scaling factor is then applied to the $\pi^0$ parametrization to account for the difference between $\pi^0$ and $\pi^\pm$ due to isospin-violating decays, mainly of the $\eta$ mesons. This factor is estimated using an effective model that describes measured hadron spectra at low $p_T$ and includes strong and electromagnetic decays. The measured $p_T$ spectra of $\phi$ mesons in pp and p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [74,75] are fitted to obtain the $\phi$ input parametrizations. The $p_T$ spectra of the other light mesons, $\eta$, $\eta'$, $\rho$, and $\omega$ are derived from the $\pi^\pm$ spectrum. The $p_T$ spectrum of the $\eta$ meson is estimated from a common fit to the ratios of the $\eta$ to $\pi^0$ $p_T$ spectra in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [76], 8 TeV [77], and in p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [78] measured by ALICE as well measurements by CERES/TAPS in p–Au and p–Be collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 29.1$ GeV which extend to lower $p_T$ ($p_T < 2$ GeV/$c$) [79]. The $p_T$ distributions of $\omega$ and $\rho$ are obtained from the respective ratios to the $\pi^\pm$ $p_T$ distributions in simulated pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV with PYTHIA 8. The $\eta/\pi^0$, $\rho/\pi^\pm$ and $\omega/\pi^\pm$ ratios as a function of $p_T$ are assumed to be independent of the pA or pp collision system and of the energy, as suggested by the measurements [76–79]. Therefore, common parametrizations of these ratios are used for the pp and p–Pb cocktails. Finally, the $\eta'$ meson is generated assuming $m_{\eta'}$ scaling [80–82], implying that the spectra of all light mesons as a function of $m_T = \sqrt{m^2 + p^2_{T,e}}$, where $m_0$ is the pole mass of the considered mesons, follow the same shape and only differ by a normalization factor. All contributions from the decays of light-flavor hadrons as a function of $m_{ee}$ are shown in Fig. 2. To estimate the $J/\psi$ contribution, the measured $J/\psi$ $p_T$ spectra in pp and p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [83,84] are parametrized and used as inputs for the simulations. The $J/\psi$ mesons are decayed using PHOTOS [85] via the dielectron channel, which also includes the full QED radiative channels.

The contributions of correlated semileptonic decays of open charm and beauty hadrons are calculated with two different MC event generators. They are identical to the ones used in the dielectron analyses performed by ALICE in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [14] and $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV [15]; PYTHIA 6.4 [66] with the Perugia2011 tune [86] and the next-to-leading order event generator POWHEG [87–90] with PYTHIA 6 to evolve the parton shower. Only the shapes of the expected $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ dielectron spectra are estimated with the MC event generators. The absolute normalization is obtained from a fit of the measured dielectron cross sections in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV, as shown in Sec. V A. For p–Pb collisions, the c$\overline{c}$ and b$\overline{b}$ cross sections, extracted in pp collisions, are scaled with the atomic mass number $A$ of the Pb nucleus (208). This approach neglects any cold nuclear matter effects, which will be discussed in Sec. V B.

The following sources of systematic uncertainties are taken into account: the input parametrizations of the measured $\pi^\pm$, $\phi$ and $J/\psi$ $p_T$ spectra and $\eta/\pi^0$, the scaling factor applied to the $\pi^\pm$ parametrizations, the $m_T$ scaling parameters, and the different decay branching ratios. The uncertainty of the $\pi^\pm$ scaling factor is estimated from variations of the model parameters. For the $\rho$ and $\omega$ mesons, the uncertainty of the $\omega/\pi^0$ and $\rho/\pi^0$ ratios are estimated by comparing the measured and simulated ratios in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [91] and $\sqrt{s} = 2.76$ TeV [92], respectively. The total uncertainties of the pp and p–Pb cocktails vary from 5% to 20% depending on the $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ interval.

V. RESULTS

The dielectron cross sections in pp and p–Pb collisions as well as the nuclear modification factor are presented differentially as a function of $m_{ee}$ for $p_{T,ee} < 8$ GeV/$c$ and

![FIG. 2. Expected cross section for dielectron production from light-flavor hadron decays in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV as a function of $m_{ee}$. The sum of the single light-flavor (LF) contributions is shown (solid black line) with its uncertainties (gray band).](image-url)
as a function of $p_{T,ee}$ in two different mass regions, the low-mass region (LMR), $0.5 < m_{ee} < 1.1$ GeV/$c^2$, and the intermediate-mass region (IMR), $1.1 < m_{ee} < 2.7$ GeV/$c^2$.

A. Heavy-flavor cross sections in pp collisions

The differential $e^+e^-$ production cross sections $d\sigma_{ee}/dm_{ee}$ and $d\sigma_{ee}/dp_{T,ee}$ in pp collisions, measured in the IMR and in the range $p_{T,ee} < 8$ GeV/$c$ at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV are presented in Fig. 3. The data in the IMR are fitted in $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ with PYTHIA 6 and POWHEG templates of open-charm (red) and open-beauty (magenta) production, keeping the light-flavor and $J/\psi$ contributions fixed. In this mass range, most of the $e^+e^-$ pairs originate from open heavy-flavor hadron decays. The $\chi^2$/ndf between the data and the cocktail sum is 110.9/123 for the PYTHIA 6 cocktail. Both calculations are able to reproduce the measured spectra well over the full kinematic range probed, however the full cocktail obtained with POWHEG leads to a slightly better description of the data at low $m_{ee}$ around $m_{ee} = 0.5$ GeV/$c^2$. The resulting cross sections are listed in Table III. The systematic uncertainties originating from the data were determined by repeating the fit after moving the data points coherently up- and downward by their systematic uncertainties. Additional uncertainties on the effective beauty- and charm-to-electron branching ratios, arising from the semileptonic decay branching ratios of open heavy-flavor hadrons and the fragmentation functions of charm (beauty) quarks, amounting to 22% and 6% for the charm and beauty cross sections, respectively, are also listed in the table. All uncertainties are fully correlated between the two generators, which differ only in the implementation of the heavy-quark production mechanisms. In both calculations, the hadronization of the c- and b-quarks, and the decays of the open heavy-flavor hadrons, are performed using PYTHIA 6. For the following results, only calculations where the heavy-flavor contribution is evaluated with POWHEG are presented, since the cocktail using POWHEG and fitted to the data in the IMR can slightly better describe the measured dielectron cross sections over the full $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ range in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV.

A compilation of the measured $d\sigma_{ee}/dy|_{y=0}$ (left) and $d\sigma_{ee}/dy|_{y=0}$ (right) in pp collisions at LHC energies is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of $\sqrt{s}$. The difference in the cross sections obtained with the two MC event generators in the present analysis at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV is comparable with the results of previous observations at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ [14] and 13 TeV [15] performed with the same models. This reflects the sensitivity

![Graph](image)

**FIG. 3.** Projections of the heavy-flavor dielectron fits as a function of $m_{ee}$ (left) and $p_{T,ee}$ (right) using POWHEG (solid black line) and PYTHIA 6 (dashed gray line) as event generators. The colored lines show the charm (red) and beauty (magenta) contributions for both event generators after the fit.

**TABLE III.** Heavy-flavor cross sections extracted via double differential fits in $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ to the measured dielectron spectra in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV using PYTHIA 6 and POWHEG. The statistical (stat.) and systematic (syst.) uncertainties on the data are quoted together with the 22% (6%) uncertainty on the branching ratio (BR) of the semileptonic decays of the open heavy-flavor hadrons and the fragmentation functions of charm (beauty) quarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PYTHIA</th>
<th>POWHEG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d\sigma_{ee}/dy</td>
<td>_{y=0}$</td>
<td>$524 \pm 61$ (stat.) $\pm 26$ (syst.) $\pm 115$ (BR) $\mu$b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d\sigma_{ee}/dy</td>
<td>_{y=0}$</td>
<td>$34 \pm 4$ (stat.) $\pm 2$ (syst.) $\pm 2$ (BR) $\mu$b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the dielectron measurement to the implementation of the heavy-quark production mechanisms, in particular to the initial correlation of charm quarks, which is not accessible with conventional measurements of single open-charm hadrons and their decay products. Nevertheless, the cross sections measured using POWHEG or PYTHIA are all in agreement, within the current precision, with results from single heavy-flavor hadron measurements [94,95]. The measured total $c\bar{c}$ production cross section in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV was obtained from a measurement of prompt $D^0$ meson production with $p_T > 0$ GeV/$c$ and $|y| < 0.5$ using the fragmentation fraction $f(c \rightarrow D^0) = 0.542 \pm 0.024$ from $e^+e^-$ LEP data [93]. Recent measurements of $f(c \rightarrow D^0)$ suggest that this value is smaller in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV [96], which would result in a larger cross section of charm production. This is confirmed by the latest measurements of open heavy-flavor hadrons in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV by ALICE [96]. The bottom panels in Fig. 5 show the ratios of the data to the cocktail. The data are described by the hadronic cocktails over the whole mass range ($m_{cc} < 3.5$ GeV/$c^2$) in both pp and p–Pb collisions, within the systematic and statistical uncertainties of the theory calculations for all three measurements.

B. Dielectron production in pp and p–Pb collisions

The $m_{cc}$-differential production cross sections of $e^+e^-$ pairs measured in pp and p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV are compared to the expected dielectrons from known hadron decays in Fig. 5. The light-flavor contributions, summarized as “Light flavor” for readability, are based on measurements in pp and p–Pb collisions as explained in detail in Sec. IV. The correlated pairs from heavy-flavor hadron decays are calculated with POWHEG. Their contributions are normalized to the $d\sigma_{e\bar{e}}/dy|_{y=0}$ and the $d\sigma_{e\bar{e}}/dy|_{y=0}$ in pp collisions obtained from the fit to the pp data, as discussed in the previous section. For p–Pb collisions, the heavy-flavor contributions are further scaled with the atomic mass number of the Pb nucleus. This assumes that the production of heavy-flavor quarks in p–Pb collisions scales with the number of binary nucleon–nucleon collisions. The total systematic uncertainty of the cocktails is indicated by the gray band. The pp cocktail uncertainty in the IMR is zero by construction since the heavy-flavor contribution is directly fitted to the measured spectrum in pp collisions. The systematic uncertainties of the heavy-flavor contribution in the p–Pb cocktail originate from the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the extracted production cross sections in the pp analysis listed in Table III. Since the cross section is based on the measurement of final state $e^+e^-$ pairs, the uncertainties related to branching ratios of the semileptonic decays of open heavy-flavor hadrons and the fragmentation functions of charm and beauty quarks can be omitted, under the assumption that these do not change from pp to p–Pb collisions. This is confirmed by the latest measurements of open heavy-flavor hadrons in pp and p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV by ALICE [96].
universities. As seen in previous measurements in pp collisions \[14,15\], the heavy-flavor contribution dominates the spectrum for \(m_{ee} > 0.8\) GeV/c\(^2\). In p–Pb collisions, the heavy-flavor contribution to the hadronic cocktail does not include any modification beyond scaling with binary nucleon–nucleus collisions with respect to the pp cocktail. No significant deviation of the data from the vacuum expectation of the heavy-flavor contributions can be observed in the mass spectrum. This suggests that the CNM effects are small compared to the current uncertainties of the measurements, as observed by other open heavy-flavor measurements at the LHC at midrapidity \[28\], or compensated by an additional source of dielectrons in p–Pb collisions compared with pp collisions, possibly related to the formation of a hot medium in such collisions.

The \(p_{T,ee}\) spectra for pp and p–Pb collisions in the LMR and IMR are compared to the hadronic cocktail in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In the LMR, the hadronic cocktails in pp and p–Pb collisions are both composed of \(e^+e^-\) pairs from light-flavor, open-charm, and open-beauty hadron decays. Most of the pairs in this mass interval are produced from the decays of light-flavor hadrons, whose production at low \(p_T\) does not scale with \(A\) in p–Pb collisions. Therefore, the relative expected contribution of dielectrons from light-flavor hadron decays is smaller in p–Pb collisions compared with pp collisions at the same \(\sqrt{s_{NN}}\). In p–Pb collisions, the open-charm hadron decays are expected to contribute significantly to the \(e^+e^-\) cross section for \(p_{T,ee} < 1\) GeV/c. The open-beauty contribution only plays a significant role for \(p_{T,ee} > 4\) GeV/c in both collision systems. In the IMR, correlated \(e^+e^-\) pairs from open-charm hadron decays are the dominant dielectron source for \(p_{T,ee} < 2.5\) GeV/c in pp as well as in p–Pb collisions, whereas most of the \(e^+e^-\) pairs originate from open-beauty hadron decays for \(p_{T,ee} > 3.5\) GeV/c. The contribution from \(J/\psi\) decays is small over the whole \(p_{T,ee}\) range. The dielectron production in pp and p–Pb collisions at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02\) TeV is well described by the hadronic cocktail, utilizing heavy-flavor cross sections fitted to the pp data and assuming a scaling of the heavy-flavor cross sections with the \(A\) of the Pb nucleus. In particular, no significant modification of the heavy-flavor production in the measured kinematic regions is justified by the analysis of the p–Pb collisions data.

C. Nuclear modification factor

The nuclear modification factor, \(R_{pPb}\), is calculated as

\[
R_{pPb}(m_{ee}) = \frac{1}{A} \frac{d\sigma_{ee}^{pPb}/dm_{ee}}{d\sigma_{ee}^{pp}/dm_{ee}},
\]

with \(\sigma_{ee}^{pp}\) and \(\sigma_{ee}^{pPb}\) representing the cross sections of dielectron production in p–Pb and pp collisions, respectively, and \(A\) denoting the mass number of the Pb nucleus (208). The \(R_{pPb}\) allows for a direct comparison of the measurements in the pp and p–Pb collision systems. The systematic uncertainties of the p–Pb and pp measurements are treated as independent and, thus, added in quadrature. The dielectron \(R_{pPb}\) as a function of \(m_{ee}\) for \(p_{T,ee} < 8\) GeV/c is shown in Fig. 8. The data are compared to the \(R_{pPb}\) of the hadronic cocktails as described in Sec. IV (solid black line). In the cocktail \(R_{pPb}\), the uncertainties from the open heavy-flavor contributions as well as those from the scaling factor applied to the \(\pi^\pm\) parametrizations, the \(\rho/\pi^\pm\), \(\omega/\pi^\pm\), and \(\eta/\pi^0\) \(p_T\) ratios are

FIG. 5. Differential \(e^+e^-\) cross section as a function of \(m_{ee}\) measured in pp (left) and p–Pb (right) collisions at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02\) TeV. The data are compared to the hadronic cocktail, where the heavy-flavor contributions are fitted to the pp spectrum in the intermediate-mass region, and for p–Pb collisions scaled with the atomic mass number of the Pb nucleus \(A = 208\). The gray band represents the total uncertainty on the hadronic cocktail.
FIG. 6. Differential $e^+ e^-$ cross section as a function of $p_{T,ee}$ in the low-mass region measured in pp (left) and p–Pb (right) collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV. The data are compared to the hadronic cocktail, where the heavy-flavor contributions are fitted to the pp spectrum in the intermediate-mass region, and for p–Pb collisions scaled with the atomic mass number of the Pb nucleus $A = 208$. The gray band represents the total uncertainty on the hadronic cocktail.

fully correlated, and therefore cancel out. The uncertainties on the parametrized $\pi$, $\phi$, and $J/\psi$ spectra are propagated to the $R_{p\bar{p}}$. Since they are based on independent measurements they are added quadratically. The measured $R_{p\bar{p}}$ is below the expectation of binary collision scaling for $m_{ee} < 1.1$ GeV/$c^2$, where the fraction of dielectrons from light-flavor hadron decays to the total expected $e^+ e^-$ cross section in p–Pb collisions, denoted by the green area, is not negligible. The

FIG. 7. Differential $e^+ e^-$ cross section as a function of $p_{T,ee}$ in the intermediate-mass region measured in pp (left) and p–Pb (right) collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV. The data are compared to the hadronic cocktail, where the heavy-flavor contributions are fitted to the pp spectrum in the intermediate-mass region, and for p–Pb collisions scaled with the atomic mass number of the Pb nucleus $A = 208$. The gray band represents the total uncertainty on the hadronic cocktail.
R\_ppb is consistent with unity in the IMR within uncertainties, displaying a step between the two mass regions. The behavior is reproduced, within uncertainties, by the hadronic cocktail assuming no further modification of the open heavy-flavor cross sections beyond binary collision scaling. This suggests a different scaling behavior of the light-flavor production from binary collision scaling, as already indicated in previous measurements [97].

An additional cocktail calculation incorporating a modification of the open-charm contribution via CNM effects is shown by a dashed red line in Fig. 8. The CNM effects on the production of dielectrons from open-charm hadron decays are incorporated by using the EPS09 nPDF [18] in the POWHEG production of dielectrons from open-charm hadron decays are shown as red and orange dashed lines, respectively.

\[ R\_ppb \]

is further compared to calculations including thermal radiation from the hadronic and partonic phases, based on a model which describes the dilepton enhancement measured in heavy-ion collisions at the SPS and RHIC [7,51,52,98]. The contribution of thermal dielectrons is obtained from an expanding thermal fireball model for p–Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV, corresponding to a mean charged-particle multiplicity at midrapidity of dNch/dy = 20, corrected for weak decay feeddown. The equation of state was extracted from lattice QCD computations with a crossover transition around the critical temperature Tc = 170 MeV. A broadening of the ρ electromagnetic spectral function is expected as an effect of interactions in the hot hadronic phase. The thermal emission rate of dielectrons from the hadronic phase is calculated based on the hadronic many-body theory. The effects of the detector resolution are not included in the calculations and no modification of the heavy-flavor contribution is considered. A hadronic cocktail including these calculations is shown as the orange dotted line (HG+QGP). In the range 0.2 < m_ee < 0.6 GeV/c^2, the model tends to slightly overestimate the measured R\_ppb, whereas in the IMR it agrees with the data within their uncertainties. An additional thermal source of dielectrons in p–Pb collisions compared to pp collisions can not be excluded by the data.

To further investigate the modifications of the open-charm contribution to the e^+e^- spectrum, the dielectron R\_ppb as a function of p_T, ee is shown in the LMR and IMR in Fig. 9.

In the LMR, the fraction of e^+e^- pairs from light-flavor hadron decays ranges from about 40% to 60% depending on p_T, ee. For p_T, ee larger than about 1 GeV/c the data are compatible with binary collision scaling, indicating that the production of light-flavor hadrons is driven by the initial hard scatterings of the incoming partons and is not affected by CNM effects. This no longer holds true for p_T, ee < 1 GeV/c, pointing to a change in the production mechanism of the light-flavor hadrons. These features can be reproduced by the hadronic cocktail. Inclusion of CNM effects for the charm contribution in the hadronic cocktail only have a small effect. The uncertainties on the data as well as the CNM calculations themselves are too large to draw any conclusion. The addition of the thermal contributions in the LMR is disfavored by the data at low-p_T, ee (p_T, ee < 1 GeV/c), whereas at higher p_T, ee the uncertainties on the data do not allow for any discrimination between the three models.

In the IMR, the contribution from light-flavor hadron decays is negligible. The R\_ppb is consistent with unity, indicating that the heavy-flavor cross sections approximately scale with the number of binary collisions in this range. According to the calculations using EPS09 nPDFs, a suppression of the total e^+e^- cross section is expected for p_T, ee < 3.5 GeV/c due to CNM effects on dielectrons from open-charm hadron decays. Nevertheless, it is disfavored by these data. On the contrary, the cocktail calculation including thermal contributions would be preferred by the data. In particular, for p_T, ee < 1 GeV/c
a thermal contribution significantly helps to improve the description of the data.

Finally, a potential interplay between CNM effects and the thermal contribution cannot be ruled out. Therefore, it is mandatory to separate the dielectrons from heavy-flavor hadron decays and those from thermal radiation. This could be achieved by an analysis as a function of the distance-of-closest approach of the e$^+$e$^-$ pairs to the collision vertex [14].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The dielectron production at midrapidity ($|η| < 0.8$) was measured with the ALICE detector as a function of invariant mass and pair transverse momentum in pp and p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV.

In pp collisions, the dielectron continuum can be well described by the expected contributions from light-flavor hadron decays and calculations of e$^+$e$^-$ pairs from heavy-flavor hadron decays fitted to the data. The cross sections of c$\bar{c}$ and b$\bar{b}$ production at midrapidity are extracted from the measurement by a double-differential fit to the $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ spectrum in the intermediate-mass region. Templates from two different event generators, PYTHIA 6 [66] and POWHEG [87–90], are used. Both calculations can describe the data well, yet they yield significantly different results for the cross sections of the single c$\bar{c}$ and b$\bar{b}$ contributions. The hadronization of c- and b-quarks as well as the decay of the heavy-flavor hadrons is done in both PYTHIA 6 and POWHEG simulations with the Perugia 2011 tune of PYTHIA 6.4 [66,86]. Therefore, the model dependence of the extracted cross sections directly reflects the sensitivity of the dielectron measurement to the different implementation of the heavy-quark production mechanisms in the Monte Carlo event generators. The measured $dσ_{ee}/dy|_{y=0}$ and $dσ_{ee}/dy|_{y=0}$ are compared to existing results from dielectron measurements, as well as measurements of identified charm hadrons and semileptonic decays of beauty hadrons, in pp collisions at different $\sqrt{s}$. The difference between the cross sections extracted in this analysis with the two event generators is comparable to those reported in previous observations at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 13 TeV. The slope of the center-of-mass energy dependence of the cross sections can be described by FONLL calculations.

The dielectron $m_{ee}$ and $p_{T,ee}$ spectra in p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV, reported here for the first time, are compared to a hadronic cocktail composed of the expected dielectron cross sections from the known hadron decays. Whereas e$^+$e$^-$ pairs from light-flavor and J/ψ hadron decays are estimated using independent measurements of hadrons, the contributions of dielectrons from open heavy-flavor hadron decays are determined from the dielectron measurement in pp collisions at the same center-of-mass energy using POWHEG as the event generator. The heavy-flavor cross sections are assumed to scale with the atomic mass number of the Pb nucleus in p–Pb collisions, with respect to the measured pp reference. Good agreement is observed between the measured and expected total e$^+$e$^-$ cross section.

The dielectron $R_{pPb}$ as a function of $m_{ee}$ highlights the different scaling behavior of the light- and heavy-flavor dielectron sources. While the measured $R_{pPb}$ is below one for $m_{ee} < 1$ GeV/$c^2$, it is consistent with unity within uncertainties in the IMR where most of the e$^+$e$^-$ pairs originate from correlated open heavy-flavor hadron decays.
On the one hand, calculations including a suppression of the charm production using the nPDF EPS09 do not describe the data as well as the hadronic cocktail using the atomic mass number scaling hypothesis in the intermediate-mass region. The central value of the computations including CNM effects is nevertheless closer to the measured $R_{p\bar{p}}$ at masses around 0.5 GeV/$c^2$. On the other hand, including a thermal contribution from a hot hadronic and partonic phase to the dielectron cocktail helps in the description of the data in the IMR. The thermal radiation calculations seem however to overestimate the production of dielectrons in the LMR. The hadronic cocktail calculations including CNM effects and thermal radiation show that both play a role at low $p_{T,ee}$ with opposite trends, although the current uncertainties on the measured $p_{T,ee}$ dependence of $R_{p\bar{p}}$ are still too large to reject any of the calculations presented. Moreover, CNM effects on the charm production and thermal radiation from a hot medium possibly formed in p–Pb collisions could cancel each other, if both are present, which makes it necessary to disentangle them in a more sophisticated approach.

A more detailed study of the dielectron production in p–Pb collisions requires the separation of $e^+e^-$ pairs from prompt sources and those from the displaced open-heavy-flavor hadron decays. The distance-of-closest approach of the $e^+e^-$ pair to the collision vertex, pioneered at the LHC by ALICE in the dielectron analysis of the pp data at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [14], could enable the search for the presence of a possible additional contribution from thermal radiation in p–Pb collisions, in particular in high-multiplicity events. In the near future, the dielectron analysis will greatly benefit from the upgrades of the ALICE TPC [99,100], the ITS [101] and a completely new readout system [102] and computing framework [103]. The data acquisition rate will increase by a factor of 100, while the pointing resolution of primary tracks will improve by a factor of 3 to 6, depending on their orientation with respect to the magnetic field. This will open up the possibility to study the dielectron production with unprecedented precision and detail.
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